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state, where the spoiler and traitor may take refuge. Now Philip is not so inhuman, as, in case he should be the conqueror, to inflict on us so humiliating a punishment. Our differences with him are recent, and he marches from policy, not from enmity. The Lacedemonians did indeed attempt it, in the imposition of the thirty tyrants ; but such a monstrous state of degradation and - of infamy roused us from our torpor, threw under us and beneath our view all other wretchedness, arid we recovered (I wish we could retain it as easily!) our independence. What depresses you?
Aeschines. Oh! could I embody the spirit I receive from you, and present it in all its purity to the Athenians, they would surely hear me with as much attention, as that invoker and violatofr of the gods, Demosthenes, to whom my blood would be the most acceptable libation at the feasts of Philip. Pertinacity and clamorousness, he imagines, are tests of sincerity and truth ; although we know that a weak orator raises his voice higher than a powerful one, as the lame raise their legs higher than the sound. He censures me for repeating my accusation ; he talks of tautology and diffuseness ; he who tells us gravely that a man had lived many years, and . . . what then? . . . that he was rather old when he died! Can anything be so ridiculous as the pretensions of this man, who, because I employ no'action, says, action is the first, the second, the third requisite of oratory, while he himself is the most ungraceful of our speakers, and, even, in appealing to the gods, begins by scratching his head?
Phocion. This is surely no inattention or indifference to the powers above. Great men lose somewhat of their greatness by being near us ; ordinary men gain much. As we are drawing nigh to humble buildings, those at a distance beyond them sink below: but we may draw so nigh to the grand and elevated as to take in only a small part of the whole, I smile at reflecting oa the levity with which we contemporaries often judge of thos^ authors whom posterity will read with most admiration; such is Demosthenes. Differ as we may from him in politics, we must

